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On 14 August 1987, the appellant, who was unrepresented, was convicted by the Court of Summary Jurisdiction at Darwin on his pleas of guilty for refusing to submit to a breath analysis contrary to section 8A(l)(a) of the Traffic Act, driving a motor vehicle on a public street whilst under the influence of intoxicating liquor contrary to section 8(1) of that Act, and driving a motor vehicle on a public street in a manner dangerous to the public contrary to section 7 of that Act.	A further charge of driving without due care was withdrawn.


For the first and second offences the maximum penalty is $1,000 or imprisonment for 12 months and for the third $2,000 or imprisonment for 2 years.	The Court imposed a fine of $800 for each of the first and second offences and
8 months imprisonment for the third.	It was further ordered that the appellant be disqualified from holding a drivers licence for 18 months and that he pay costs of $1,258.	He was not given time to pay the total fine of $1,600, the Court ordering that in default of payment he be imprisoned for 32 days.	The learned Magistrate said, "I give no time to pay so you just cut them out while you are doing the other time", indicating that the period of imprisonment in default of payment was to be served concurrently with the term of imprisonment imposed for the third offence.	No time to pay or other indulgence was granted in respect of the costs order, the Magistrate saying only, "whether you pay that or not is a matter for you".	As to that matter, it was put by counsel for the appellant that the Magistrate had no power to order a period of imprisonment in default of payment but that it was in the nature of a debt "enforceable by warrant".	If my understanding of what counsel put is
correct, then I think he is wrong.	Section 76 of the	-"
Justices Act empowers the Court to allow time for the payment of any fine or other sum adjudged to be paid.	I see no reason why costs are not encompassed in the phrase "or any other sum".	Section 84 of the Act provides that where any fine or sum of money is adjudged to be paid, payment may
be enforced, as provided by the Act, by distress or imprisonment.	Section 81 of the Act relates to the fixing of the term of imprisonment where none is specifically prescribed, and provides that such imprisonment shall be for
such period as the Court issuing the warrant of commitment in its discretion thinks fit, within limits fixed by a scale
providing for one days imprisonment for every ten dollars of the sum, including costs, adjudged to be paid.	I assume that the assertion made in submissions, that imprisonment in default of payment of one day for each fifty dollars of the sum payable arises from a practice adopted by the Court of Summary Jurisdiction in the exercise of its discretion under section 81.

The Court imposing the fine or ordering costs must, when fixing a term of imprisonment in default of payment, exercise a discretion within the prescribed limits and make an order.	The Magistrate failed to make any order in that regard at the time he imposed the order for costs, section 85, and there is no evidence that he did so at a later time, section 86.

As I see it the costs of $1,258 remain a debt outstanding and payable by the appellant.	The respondent concedes that the period that the appellant was imprisoned (a little over a month), prior to his release on bail upon his instituting the appeal, discharged his liability for payment of the fines.
The grounds of appeal in respect of each offence were similar.	As pursued on the hearing they were limited to sentence and the order as to costs.	As to sentence, they claimed that the learned Magistrate -

	Failed to ensure or satisfy himself that the unrepresented defendant understood the nature and seriousness of the charges, his right to be represented by counsel, the availability of counsel through legal aid schemes or otherwise or his right to apply for an adjournment to obtain legal advice.


	Imposed sentences in respect of each offence and together for all offences which were manifestly unjust and manifestly excessive in all the circumstances.


	Failed to take into account all relevant facts when

passing sentence.


	Failed to take proper steps in the circumstances to ascertain the facts relevant to the determination of an appropriate sentence.


	Failed to give proper consideration to the sentencing alternatives.







	Erred in imposing fines which were beyond the known capacity of the defendant to pay and in refusing to grant reasonable time in which to pay the fines.


As to costs, the ground of appeal was that the Magistrate erred in awarding costs against the defendant in the sum of $1,258.	The argument in relation to this matter was limited to the making of the order itself and not to the quantum.	No issue was raised as to his failure to grant time to pay the costs, a matter already referred to.

There are therefore two major issues to be

considered in relation to the grounds of appeal. goes to the conduct of the Magistrate towards an
 The first
unrepresented defendant and the second to the penalties imposed and orders made.	There is some overlap, since it is argued that had the Magistrate not failed to do what it is claimed he should have done he may not have fallen into the errors alleged regarding penalties and orders.

The appellant sought to tender evidence to the Court pursuant to section 176A of the Justices Act.	In Smith v Terney 29 NTR 31, Muirhead J. at p.33 said that in entertaining an application to admit evidence upon appeal the following three main considerations were involved -

"1.	Has prima facie credibility and admissibility been established?	This requires an objective
file_0.bin








view of the affidavits or, where oral evidence is contemplated, of proofs tendered.

	Is the court satisfied on balance, whether by consideration of the affidavit or transcript or by virtue of counsel's submissions, that the failure to adduce the evidence in the court has been reasonably explained?	It would be wrong to attempt to define criteria for reasonableness, but the test in the case of an "unrepresented" defen'dant may be different to the situation where the defendant was legally represented.


	If questions 1 and 2 are answered in the affirmative this Court is required to receive the new evidence unless it decides on balance that it "would not afford a ground for allowing the appeal".	This is a test of relevance to the issues on the appeal, not always easy to determine at the outset of the appeal".



His Honour went on to observe that appeals may vary greatly in form and substance and, that in deciding an issue as to admission of new evidence, the Court must inevitably do so on a discretionary basis.	With some doubt he thought that the principal consideration was "essential fairness to the accused".

Section 176A(2) requires that new evidence shall not be tendered to the Court unless the appellant has given to the other party, not less than 7 days before the hearing of the appeal, written notice of the evidence to be tendered.	That was not done but counsel for the respondent did not object.	The Court was provided with unsigned copies of what I will call the proofs of evidence proposed to be






given by the appellant and Susan Harper, with whom he lives in a de facto relationship.	Counsel for the appellant supplemented the contents of those proofs somewhat from the Bar table, again without objection.	The essence of that additional material was to the effect that the appellant had become irritated by and frustrated with certain legal advice he had been given prior to his appearance before the Court and which led him to "drop his bundle" when he appeared and was dealt with.	As his Counsel put elsewhere, "for reasons that aren't clear on the transcript he wasn't all that
co-operative with His Worship in providing material to assist His Worship".

This oral outline of proposed evidence, given in addition to that contained in the proofs, goes to the heart of whether or not the Court should be satisfied that he had a reasonable explanation for his failure to adduce the evidence which was contained in those proofs.	Section 176A(2) does not appear to require that notice of the evidence proposed to be given on that question be served on the other party.	In fairness, I consider it should.


In Smith v Terney, Muirhead J. spoke of the Court being satisfied on the question on balance, whether by consideration of an affidavit or transcript or by virtue of counsel's submissions.	In this case there was no affidavit, the proof of the appellant did not deal with the question
and the facts to be relied upon were given by counsel from the Bar table.	I had been directed to the transcript but it did not greatly assist.	On the face of it the appellant had been uncooperative with the Court but it provided no clue as to why he adopted that attitude.	In those circumstances, I decided, with the consent of both counsel, to hear the appellant on oath, both as to his explanation for not adducing the evidence before the Magistrate which he wished to adduce before me, and that evidence.	However, I indicated that I would admit the latter evidence only provisionally, depending upon my determination as to the former.	That is not a course which I consider ought to be taken as usual.		Explanations for failure to adduce evidence before a Court of Summary Jurisdiction are various and in some cases it may be desirable, in the interests of justice, to give the opportunity to the appellant to give evidence on oath and for that evidence to be tested.		If the Court can not be satisfied as to the facts giving rise to or comprising the explanation, then it could not be satisfied as to its reasonableness.

The appellant was charged with the offences after an incident which occurred on 16 April 1987 on the Stuart Highway south of Darwin.	He was driving a motor vehicle from Katherine towards Darwin and was observed to pass another vehicle at which time his vehicle remained mainly on the incorrect side of the road and was said to be swerving






from side to side.	When attempting to overtake another vehicle the vehicle he was driving collided with the rear right hand side of it, his vehicle then running off the road for some distance.	Police spoke to him at the scene and observed him to be under the influence of alcohol.	He was arrested and requested to undergo a breath analysis which he refused.

The new evidence which the appellant seeks to have admitted goes to establishing an innocent explanation for the collision, namely, the blowing of the rear passenger side tyre as he was overtaking, which caused the vehicle he was driving to swerve and collide.	He also seeks to deny that there were any empty beer cans in the car he was driving as alleged before the Magistrate, and to have the Court take into account new evidence as to his financial and personal circumstances.	Susan Harper's proof goes to the blowing of the tyre and his personal circumstances, including the fact that they had lived together for three years with her four children.

Before turning to consider the appellant's evidence as to his explanation for not adducing the proposed new evidence before the Magistrate, it is necessary to look at what transpired as disclosed by the transcript of those proceedings.
The appellant being identified as the person charged, His Worship said, "Do you have anyone representing you?" and the defendant replied, "No".	The three charges of which he was then convicted were separately put to the appellant and in each case he was asked, "How do you plead, guilty or not guilty?" and in each case he replied, "Guilty".	The pleas having been entered, His Worship then said, "The penalties can lead to a term of imprisonment, do you understand that?" and the appellant replied, "Yes".

The fourth charge was withdrawn and His Worship informed the appellant, "The sergeant will read out the facts which they are going to rely upon, and you listen to them, and if you agree with them let me know.	If you do not agree with them you had better tell me and I will give you the opportunity of saying something".	The prosecutor then proceeded to outline the facts as alleged including that upon inspection of the defendant's vehicle there was a carton of beer and several empty cans of beer in the front of it.	His Worship then said, "Well, you have heard what the sergeant has to say.	Do you agree with what has been said, Bates?" and the appellant replied, "Yes".		The prosecutor was then asked by His Worship whether any prior convictions were alleged and, as there were, His Worship directed that the document be shown to the appellant.	He explained that although he would not be punished for previous convictions, if he did have convictions for
drinking or driving or for driving offences "the effect it has is that you lose any leniency to which you might have been entitled if you had no previous convictions.	Do you understand that?" and the appellant replied, "Yes".	Being asked whether he admitted the previous offences the appellant again replied simply "Yes•.

The prosecutor then intervened and informed His Worship that there was an application for a large amount of costs in relation to witnesses and upon the Magistrate's invitation the prosecutor informed the Court that two witnesses had been brought from Alice Springs to Darwin at a cost of $1,258 being $1,004 for airfares and $254 for accommodation in Darwin.

The Magistrate then turned his attention to the appellant, saying "Well firstly, let us talk about the offences themselves now.	What can you tell me about what you were doing prior to and what you remember about the offences?".	The appellant replied, "Nothing".	Upon being asked had he been drinking heavily the appellant replied, "No".	He was then asked whether he could tell the Magistrate what caused him to drive in the manner alleged and what he remembered about what he had been doing prior to driving.	The appellant replied that he was coming back from Katherine, His Worship referred to the alcohol found in the car, the appellant said there were two cartons and further







discussion between the Magistrate and the appellant disclosed there was another passenger in the appellant's vehicle.	His Worship asked the appellant whether he was drinking as he drove along and the appellant replied, "No". His Worship then said, "The allegation is that you were
·under the influence" and the appellant replied, "That's what they say".	His Worship responded, "Well, you have pleaded guilty and you will have to accept that as an essential element of these offences.	I mean, that's what your plea does.	It accepts that as an element of the offence.	Do you understand that?	Can you give me any explanation as to why you were driving in the [sic] manner?".	The defendant replied, "No".	His Worship said, "Why is that?" and the defendant said, "I don't want to".

Discussion between His Worship and the appellant then turned to the personal circumstances of the appellant during which it was disclosed he was 40 years of age, lived in a de facto relationship and had a family of four children aged from five to ten.	The Magistrate then asked the appellant where he lived and what sort of work he did.	It appears that the appellant could drive loaders, was a
boiler-maker, had been fishing and a plant operator but that he was then unemployed.	He disclosed that he was then living in Adelaide, his family being in Darwin in a caravan park.	This picture of the appellant's personal circumstances principally arose as a result of direct






questions put by the Magistrate to him, the appellant volunteering nothing beyond straightforward and sometimes monosyllabic answers.

When the appellant disclosed that he was not then employed, His Worship said, "So your family have been living on social security benefits?" and the appellant responded, "No".		His Worship went on, "They haven't been living on anything?	How are they going to survive if you are not going to be around for awhile?		Unemployment or something, yes.	These things do - this sort of driving I would have to consider a period of custody.	Do you understand that?	Do you have a drink problem, do you think?" to which series of questions, all put together, so far as the transcript discloses, the appellant replied, "No".	It is difficult to know just what question he was responding to.	However, His Worship did not enquire further but went on to inquire about whether or not the appellant had a drink problem, to which he replied, "I don't think so".

His Worship then said, "Is there anything you want to put to me at all?	Anything you want to say about the offence, about yourself, about your family situation?".	The defendant again simply replied, "No".

His Worship then discussed with the prosecutor the maximum penalties available for the various offences and






asked the appellant if he wanted to say anything about costs.	The appellant replied, "What costs?".	His Worship said, "The cost of bringing the witnesses up from Alice Springs" and the defendant said, "What for?".	Given what had previously passed between the Magistrate and the prosecutor, this exchange indicates that the appellant had not been taking much interest in what was going on.	That is a matter to which I will return later.

The remainder of the transcript is as follows (there are some errors, but the meaning is clear) -

"HIS WORSHIP:	Well, to do this case.	You see the thing is, the court can order that you pay costs. If you had contacted the police a couple of days ago and said 'I'm going to plead guilty to these.' Then they would not have had to get the witnesses here.	The fact is that they did the witnesses here and you turned up today and plead guilty today.		That meant that they had to go to the expense and trouble of getting them and they are entitled to ask for but not automatically get costs, in these situations.	Now, you can oppose that application if you would like to.
THE DEFENDANT:	Yes, I do oppose it.
HIS WORSHIP:	Well, what can you say to me?	I see that you would have been arrested on 16 April and now it is some 5 months later that you are pleading guilty.	Now, if there is some reason why you have left it this long, or you didn't contact the police and let them know you were going to plead guilty - there was some reason why not ---

THE DEFENDANT:	Yes, but I've already been to court once over this anyway, and I told them I was going to plead guilty.
HIS WORSHIP:	Yes.






THE DEFENDANT:	For some reason they remanded it.	I don't know why.

HIS WORSHIP:	Do you know anything about that, sergeant?

THE PROSECUTOR:	My file says on 23 April, Mr Sekhon appeared for the defendant and entered a plea of not guilty and got 14 August, today, for a hearing date.
[the word "not" is by way of correction to the transcript agreed by both counsel before me]

HIS WORSHIP:	How did Mr Sekhon appear, do you know?

THE DEFENDANT:	I only ever saw him once and I told him I was going to plead guilty.

HIS WORSHIP:
of hearing. since?
 Yes.	He obviously asked for a day Have you been back to see any lawyers

THE DEFENDANT:	Yes.
HIS WORSHIP:	Yes, what happened?

THE DEFENDANT:	He didn't want to know about it.
HIS WORSHIP:	Who did you go and see?
THE DEFENDANT:	I don't remember who it was - legal aid.
HIS WORSHIP:	Australian Legal Aid, was it? THE DEFENDANT:		Yes.
HIS WORSHIP:	How long ago was that?
THE DEFENDANT:	Must have been just after.
HIS WORSHIP:	What is your financial situation, do you know?
THE DEFENDANT:	Pretty bad.
HIS WORSHIP:	Do you have any assets or anything like that?
THE DEFENDANT:	No.






HIS WORSHIP:	This caravan park that you live in, are you renting the caravan, are you?
THE DEFENDANT:	Yes.

IS WO SHI :	I am wondering if there is any point in making it - I mean, you can make it and give it a fault period, can you - the costs.	If you make an order for costs you can give it a fault period as well?
THE PROSECUTOR:	I don't think so, no.
HIS WORSHIP:	I'm just wondering what the point of making it is anyway.
THE PROSECUTOR:	He's not going to pay them.
HIS WORSHIP:	Yes. All right.	How long have you been back in Darwin for?
THE DEFENDANT:	About a month.

HIS WORSHIP:	And when did you go and see legal aid?

THE DEFENDANT:
court last time.
 That was just after I came to

HIS WORSHIP:	Is there anything else that you want to say to me?
THE DEFENDANT:	No.

HIS WORSHIP: I have to, and I term of imprisonment upon you. you want to say about that?
THE DEFENDANT: No.
 intend to impose a Is there anything

HIS WORSHIP:	Very well.	In relation to the offences of the refusal of a breath analysis and the driving whilst under the influence of alcohol I fine you - convict you and fine you $800, in default of payment, 16 days imprisonment.	That is
$800 on both of those offences.	I will order that you be given no time to pay so you can cut it out at the same time you are doing this time.	The offence of manner dangerous was a very serious one on the facts as they have been put before me, and which you haven't offered any real explanation and haven't denied driving on the wrong side of the road for a couple of kilometres, trying to overtake a car in front of you and colliding with






it and going off the road.	Someone could have been badly injured or, in fact, killed.	You must have been well under the influence of alcohol, you are a mature man, aged 40, I can see you are down on your luck a bit but these sorts of offences don't excuse - that doesn't excuse these sort of offences.			You can see from the penalties of $1000 or 12 months in relation to the refusal and the drinking they are serious offences, and also the manner dangerous carries $2000 or two years as a maximum, so these offences aren't regarded lightly.		You have no previous convictions for drinking and driving but in my view this offence must carry a term of imprisonment because of the disgraceful way in which the vehicle was being driven.	I take into account the fact that you have pleaded guilty.	I also consider the fact that you are the head of a family of four children, but I can't overlook the seriousness of the offence.	The end result is that I sentence you to eight months imprisonment, which is a third of the maximum, and I disqualify your licence for a period of 18 months.	I am warning  you that if you drive any vehicle during that 18 months - a motor vehicle, a motor bike, a truck, a plant, on a public street or a public road and you are convicted of that offence you will most likely be sent back to prison.	It is a very serious offence.		I order costs paid of $1258, whether you pay that or not that is a matter for you.	The two fines of $800 I give no time to pay so you just cut them out while you are doing the other time".


I have referred to and set out so much of the transcript because it is relevant not only to the primary question now under consideration but to other issues which may arise if I decide to admit the new evidence.

In his examination-in-chief before me the appellant gave evidence that when the matter was first brought before the Court of Summary Jurisdiction, which appears to have been on 23 April 1987, he was approached by a representative






of the Australian Legal Aid Office who, in the words of the appellant, said, "'Plead not guilty and get the - at least the last charge dropped', when I told him what happened".
The last charge was that of driving without due care.	He said that he told that person about the blown tyre and expressed the opinion that the dangerous driving charge should be dropped.	When the proceedings were brought on they were adjourned.		The appellant went to see the Australian Legal Aid Office the following week but he did not see the same solicitor.	He swore the solicitor who did see him said, "You got to plead guilty otherwise we won't defend you".	The appellant swore that he then told that solicitor what he had been previously told and that that solicitor replied, "It doesn't matter.	Just won't defend you unless you plead guilty" and that he, the appellant, did not like that advice.		He said he was not told about possibilities with respect to sentence and in particular the possibility of going to gaol was not mentioned.	The appellant did not see his solicitor any more after that, saying, "I just went and got another job" and that he went into Court and pleaded guilty.	That occurred almost four months after he had last received legal advice.

He also swore that the prosecutor told him that he would get a fine of about $2,000.	That alleged fact was not in his proof nor was it opened by his counsel.	He said that when he went to Court he was "not very happy" because a






Court is not exactly a good place to be.	When asked had he been in Court before many times he replied, "A couple" and he was then asked, "Can you explain why you didn't tell the learned magistrate more about yourself when he was asking you questions?" and replied "Just that, you know, it just doesn't seem to make any difference".	In  response  to further questions he said he thought that because he had been to Court once and was more or less told that he was a liar by a Magistrate.	In cross examination, when asked why he told His Worship that he agreed with the facts as put by the prosecutor, he answered, "I just wanted to get out of the place; just wanted to get it over and done with, that was all •.. I was just agreeing with him so that I could get out of the courthouse".	When questioned about his prior convictions, of which in fact there were five and not a couple, and his experience in Court arising from those matters, he swore that he had been to Court in relation to each of them on only one occasion and that he, "Just walked in and pleaded guilty; just - you just get fined and you walk out".	He was then asked, "So you knew what the system was when a plea of guilty was entered to charges?" and he answered, "That's how most people do work, they go in and plead guilty and get it over with".	Counsel for the respondent drew the appellant's attention to the number of occasions upon which the Magistrate asked him for information about his personal circumstances and the facts relating to the offences, and put the following question,








"It appears that each time you were rather reluctant to tell him any information; why was that?" and the appellant replied, "Couldn't see what difference it'd make".	When asked, "Didn't you take any notice of what His Worship said to you when he said that these offences could incur a gaol term?" he replied, "No, I couldn't hear him half the time anyway".	He was then asked, "But you did hear him say that?" and he answered, "No".	When asked about his negative response to the Magistrate's invitation to give an explanation as to why he was driving in the manner alleged, the appellant replied, "Well, I suppose I could have sat there and talked for two hours; what difference would it have made?".

When I asked him about his evidence, that when the Magistrate told him that the penalties could lead to a term of imprisonment he did not hear him, he replied that he could not hear the Magistrate "half the time".	The transcript shows that he answered "yes" to that question from the Magistrate and when told that the transcript showed that he had given an answer he said, "Well its just when somebody asks you a question, Your Honour, its either yes or no, but I probably just said yes".	There was then no reason to direct his attention to the answer he gave.

Neither in his proof, nor in the information conveyed by his counsel from the Bar table, was there any





suggestion that the appellant had difficulty hearing the learned Magistrate's questions.	Although many of his answers as shown on the transcript of those proceedings were hardly expansive, they were for the most part responsive and appropriate to the questions put to him.

I do not accept the appellant's evidence that he did not hear the Magistrate's questions.	Perhaps, as his counsel put it, what was then being put to him was going in one ear and out the other and although hearing he did not note the importance of what was said.	Perhaps, he does not now recollect hearing everything.	However that may be, his demeanour before me was such that I have grave doubts as to his credibility.	His evidence before me did not go to his frustration regarding the legal advice he said he received, but rather that he wanted to get the proceedings over with and did not feel that anything he might say would make any difference.	His past experiences may have coloured his attitude towards Courts.	Generally speaking, I consider he was given an opportunity to explain what happened and to put forward details of his personal circumstances for the Court's consideration.	In many respects he chose not to do so but I am not satisfied that his explanation in evidence before me for failing to adduce the evidence which he seeks to have me receive was reasonable.		I decline to take that evidence into account.






I now turn to the first of the grounds of appeal.
The requirements placed upon a Court when dealing with a person on a serious charge, who is unrepresented, were set out in this Court by Muirhead J. in Browne v Smith (1974) 4
	114.	His Honour there considered and approved what was said as to a court's duty'in such circumstances in Cooling v Steel (1971) 2 SASR 249; Salter v Seebohm (1972) 4 SASR 192, and Jones v Holmwood [1974] WAR 33.	With respect, I see no reason why I should depart from those authorities.


His Honour there emphasised at p.119, that a court should not rely upon a defendant's apparent disinterest or anxiety to have matters over and done with, characteristics shown by the appellant in this case.	What His Honour there said is worth repeating, for the purpose of reinforcing it -

"In the interests of justice the court should ensure:-
	That the accused person understands the nature of the charge and, where appropriate, the seriousness of the charge.
	That he understands his right to be represented by counsel, the availability of counsel through legal aid schemes or otherwise, and his right to apply for an adjournment to obtain legal advice.

If the court having been careful to ensure there is no misunderstanding, is left in the position where it must proceed in serious matters without the aid of defence, it must still endeavour to ensure that it is properly informed before passing sentence.
These principles apply with special emphasis where a man is in custody or where, due to the geographical remoteness, counsel are not readily available.






he_pr ce ures to be followed in courts of summary Jurisdiction upon pleas of guilty by an unrepresented defendant were referred to in detail by Wells Jin	Cooling v Steel (1971) 2 SASR 249.
It is appropriate to set out some of his Honour's remarks as this judgrnent is frequently referred to in these days of development in legal aid (at
250-1):-

'When the defendant answers to his name and the charge is read, before a plea is entered, the court should make sure that the defendant understands the nature of the charge.	It is, of course, unnecessary, indeed undesirable, that the bench should deliver a lecture on the law; the charge should be explained briefly and simply, with emphasis upon those ingredients in relation to which misunderstandings may arise ...	When the explanation of the charge has been made, the court should satisfy itself that that explanation has been understood.

'Next, the defendant should be made to appreciate that the plea is entirely a matter for his own independent decision, and that he is entitled to legal advice and representation; in particular, that he may ask for a reasonable adjournment to seek that advice or representation.	If the question of bail arises, the defendant should be made clearly aware of what bail is and that he can apply for bail and of what matters a court takes into account when an application for bail is made; he should also be told that he can make representations in support of his application.

'If the case is to be proceeded with, the defendant should be informed of the seriousness of the charge, and of the penalties that may be imposed - especially where the court has the power to impose disqualification from holding or obtaining a driver's licence, to make an order to pay compensation, to direct a forfeiture of property, or to record a term of imprisonment. It should be made clear that if a plea of guilty is offered and recorded, the defendant may put matters in mitigation either by unsworn statement or on oath (more especially if the offence may be held to be trifling) and that he may call witnesses or produce other relevant material for the consideration of the






court.	Before the facts are placed before the court, the defendant should be informed that he is entitled to dispute or comment upon the facts alleged by the prosecutor (including any previous convictions alleged); if the defendant proceeds to dispute any of those facts the court should bear in mind the principles enunciated in Law v Deed [1970] SASR 374 and R v Maitland [1963] SASR 332, and, in any event, be quick to recognize any denials or explanations by the defendant that suggest that he should not have pleaded guilty.		If, after hearing the defendant, the court feels that there are relevant areas that he has not covered, he should be invited to cover them.	If the court is of the opinion that the plea of guilty should not have been entered, the court should ask the'defendant whether he adheres to his challenge of the material facts or to his explanation (as the case may be) that has led the court to its opinion as to the plea, and if the defendant does so adhere, a plea of not guilty should be recorded.

'In general, the court should ensure that the defendant is appraised of his rights and his duties at all times, and be vigilant to keep the proceedings free of error or misunder standing.'

Walters J further considered the court's duty to an unrepresented defendant in Salter v Seebohm (1972)
4 SASR 192, and there cited with approval the passage I have quoted from Cooling v Steel, supra. If further recent emphasis is required it is to be found in the remarks of Wallace Jin	Jones v Holmwood [1974] WAR 33.

It has been said that, in dealing with proceedings in courts of summary jurisdiction, that courts of appeal, divorced from the daily hurly-burly of courts of summary jurisdiction, are inclined to lay down criteria and principles which may be unrealistic or impractical; that courts of summary jurisdiction work under pressures and circumstances that make it difficult for magistrates or justices to devote the time to each case which they would wish.	There is perhaps some truth in this, but the principle must always prevail that the responsibility of depriving a person of his liberty is a grave one which must be exercised without haste and only after a court is satisfied that all reasonable steps have been taken to inform itself






of all relevant circumstances and to advise a defendant of his position and of his entitlement to representation.	Walters J adverted to this in Salter v Seebohm, supra (4 SASR at 195): 'Furthermore, in the circumstances of this case, I feel constrained to say this.	Conceding the pressure of heavy lists, judicial officers constituting courts of summary jurisdiction, their clerks, and the prosecuting officers should ensure that every precaution is taken in order that a person who is brought before a court may become aware of his rights and duties and may know that his plea is solely a matter for his independent decision.	In no case must the rights of an accused person be compromised for the sake of administrative efficiency.'".


Regretfully, the learned Magistrate did not adhere to that guidance in this case.

Did the court ensure that the accused understood the nature of the charges and the seriousness of the charges?	I think not.	Nothing was said to ensure that he understood the nature of any of the charges before he entered his pleas and the question of the seriousness of them, whether taken individually or together, was not explained until after he had done so.	No reference was made to section 7(2) of the Act which is as follows -

"7.(2)	In considering whether an offence has been committed under this section, the Court shall have regard to all the circumstances of the case, including the nature, condition and use of the public street or public place upon which the offence is alleged to have been committed, and the amount of traffic which was, or might reasonably have been expected to have been, upon that public street or public place at the time".






Nor was anything said regarding disqualification from holding a driving licence, section 55.

Although the accused had sought legal advice, the Magistrate was unaware of that and did not make enquiry or give advice in that regard.	That the accused had obtained advice only emerged incidentally towards the end of the proceedings in relation to the order sought for costs.

The course of the enquiries made by the Magistrate and the confusion which could have arisen arising from the apparently "rolled up" series of questions did not give the appellant an adequate opportunity to provide relevant information.
Courts must be ever alert to an unrepresented accused such as this appellant.	Maybe he had a chip on his shoulder, maybe he gave the impression he simply wanted to get it over and done with, undoubtedly he was uncooperative and perhaps his attitude led His Worship to think that he was unlikely to be assisted much by undergoing the stringent requirements of the law, but I am of the view that he should have been assisted to a greater extent.	The learned Magistrate certainly tried hard in regard to sentence but not quite hard enough.	Although the accused said that he was then unemployed, no enquiry was made as to his prospects.	That failure, I think, led the Magistrate into taking the view that the fines and order for costs would not
,




be met, and to the orders in that regard that he made or failed to consider making.	As I have already indicated, I consider that the prosecutor may have been at least partly to blame for His Worship's having fallen into that error.

It follows that the appeals should be allowed upon the grounds relating to the learned Magistrate's conduct of the proceedings.

I quash the penalties and orders appealed from.


As new evidence, which may have remedied the defects in the Court below, has not been received, I remit the case to the Court of Summary jurisdiction at Darwin for hearing.

The appellant did not seek to have the convictions set aside upon the hearing of these appeals and the orders made do not do so.	What course he wishes to follow in that regard upon these matters being sent back to that Court will be a matter for him and that Court.
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